Full Qualification & Position Statement
Azul Systems is a Sunnyvale, CA‐based US private company founded in 2002 with the intent of delivering
Java Runtime (JVM) products and solutions for the Java enterprise market, specifically focused on
addressing scalability, manageability, and production‐time visibility for Java applications. Azul
introduced its first product in 2005, the industry’s first Java Compute Appliance and based on its
custom‐designed multi‐core microprocessor, and has brought to market three successive generations of
hardware Compute Appliances in its Vega™ product line. Azul’s latest product, Zing™, is a pure software
solution, delivering Azul’s Java runtime (JVM) and Java Virtualization technologies on commodity off‐
the‐shelf x86 servers. Zing is optimized specifically for the elastic, shared resource requirements of
virtualization and Cloud deployments. Global 2000 enterprises run mission‐critical Java workloads on
Azul’s JVM and Java Virtualization products, including some of the world’s largest web portals, e‐
commerce websites, financial risk analysis, trading platforms, business‐to‐business gateways, insurance
claims, and supply chain management applications.
Azul has been a Java licensee and community member since 2002, and has delivered over 100 technical
presentations in Java related conferences & forums. It has pioneered a number of Java industry firsts in
its products, including Pauseless Garbage Collection, Memory Elasticity, and Java Virtualization. Azul has
demonstrated expertise in design and optimization of systems stack components for Java execution,
including OS, virtualization, hardware and the Java runtime.
Azul has further demonstrated its commitment to the Java Community with the launch of the Managed
Runtime Initiative (http://www.managedruntime.org/). The Initiative provides a multi‐project site that
promotes innovations and extensions across the layered interfaces in the systems stack in order to
improve the execution of managed runtimes, such as Java. As part of supporting the Managed Runtime
Initiative, Azul has contributed open source reference implementations of key technological
components, including Pauseless Garbage Collection enhancements to OpenJDK, and related kernel
feature enhancements for the Linux operating system. Azul has also signed the OpenJDK Community
TCK License Agreement (OCTLA) with Oracle, and has been granted access to the JCK.
Azul intends to be an active participant in JCP Executive Committee, including proposing, reviewing and
ratifying JSRs, and will continue to make significant technology contributions to the Java Platform
through the OpenJDK project.

